
Sublimation Systems 
for Makers, Creators
and Entrepreneurs



Sawgrass printers, ink and software let you 
permanently transfer full-color artwork into the 
surface of thousands of different items. Easily 
customize products for pleasure or profit, in the 
comfort of your own home or workshop.

Best of all, everything you need to be successful is 
included in the purchase of your Sawgrass system. 
Here are just a few of the resources we provide.

Personal Service and Support 
Every Sawgrass printer comes with lifetime 
technical support, starting with a personal 
orientation and training session. Within minutes, 
you’ll have your new printer set up, and you’ll be 
printing your first design.

Welcome to Sawgrass

CreativeStudio Designer
An online graphics program that includes 
hundreds of product templates and thousands of 
customizable, royalty-free pieces of artwork. 

Print Manager
Color management software that ensures the 
optimal accuracy, clarity and vibrance for your 
finished product.

Sawgrass Academy
On-demand, video-based lessons that accelerate 
your journey from beginner to expert, and even 
provide detailed instructions on starting or 
growing a sublimation business. 

Bring professional-quality product decoration to 
your desktop with a Sawgrass sublimation system 



The right printer
Whether you choose the high-value SG500, the 
business-powering SG1000, or the top-of-the-line, 
eight-color VJ628, every Sawgrass printer uses 
Sawgrass ink to deliver superb, consistent color.

The newest generation of Sawgrass printers has 
been redesigned from the inside out to perform 
more efficiently, connect more easily, and deliver 
better output than ever. 

The SG500 and SG1000 offer WiFi connectivity, 
improved resolution, and an impressive array 
of mechanical improvements. The VJ628 
accommodates eight separate ink cartridges, 
allowing it to print with an expanded color gamut 
that is impossible on other systems. 

All Sawgrass printers perform an automatic 
maintenance cycle, keeping the print lines and 
print head free of dried ink. For even more peace 
of mind, the SG500 and SG1000 are backed by 
a 2-year warranty, as well as unlimited lifetime 
technical support.

The right ink
We are proud to offer a variety of ink sets, all of 
which have been awarded certifications for safety, 
quality and environmental sustainability.

SubliJet UHD
Our flagship sublimation ink is now better than 
ever. SubliJet UHD delivers rich, vibrant color on 
all sublimation substrates, including ceramic, 
glass, acrylic, metal, polyester fabric, and heat-
transfer vinyl.

Siser EasySubli Ink
Our newest sublimation ink delivers great results 
with conventional substrates, but is specifically 
formulated for use with Siser EasySubli vinyl.

Chromablast
Chromablast ink and paper do not use 
sublimation, but work together with heat and 
pressure to chemically bond your design to 100% 
cotton, opening the door to long-lasting color on 
cotton apparel.



Premium Ink 
Sawgrass has been the global leader in sublimation ink development 

for over 30 years. Our dedicated scientists continually test and refine 
the formulas for our inks, which are manufactured 100% in the USA. 

Sawgrass-approved inks deliver superior reliability and 
performance in Sawgrass printers, providing you with maximum 

value and the best possible image quality. Also, only Sawgrass inks 
work with Sawgrass Print Manager, providing seamless end-to-end 

color management.

The Sawgrass Difference

Intelligent Color Management
Because different substrate materials and transfer papers affect how 
colors appear on sublimated items, it’s important to adjust the ink 
output to ensure optimal quality. Sawgrass Print Manager is a utility 
that automatically makes those adjustments for you. 

Print Manager works in the background, managing the flow of color 
information to your Sawgrass printer. This reduces wasted ink (saving 
you money), and ensures the colors on your finished products are as 
accurate and vibrant as possible. 

Easy-To-Use Design Software
To create personalized designs that people love, you could spend a lot 

of money on third-party design software and royalty-free artwork. 
Or, you could use CreativeStudio, the only online design tool built 
specifically for sublimation.  

With built-in product templates, thousands of ready-to-use designs,  
and seamless integration with your Sawgrass printer, CreativeStudio 

takes the frustration out of creation. An individual account is included 
with every Sawgrass printer purchase. For even more features and 

artwork, premium memberships are available.



Sawgrass Partners

Do More With Your Sawgrass Printer
If you use heat-transfer vinyl or a desktop cutting 
machine, our partnerships with Siser® and 
Silhouette® help you create without limits. 

Silhouette Cameo 4
Your Sawgrass system now has built-in integration 
for the Cameo 4 cutter. You can create a design in 
CreativeStudio, print it onto sublimatable HTV, and 
then cut it out on a Cameo 4, with only a few clicks 
in the Sawgrass Print Manager utility.

Siser EasySubli Ink & EasySubli Vinyl
Printing onto Siser EasySubli vinyl lets you create 
multi-colored vinyl designs with no layering! 

In close collaboration with Siser, we developed 
EasySubli ink to provide exceptional results on 
EasySubli vinyl, making them perfect for the 
dedicated vinyl crafter.  

Our versatile SubliJet inks also work very 
well on EasySubli vinyl, so if you only use HTV 
occasionally, you can easily switch between 
transfer media. 

Using Silhouette and Siser products with your 
Sawgrass system, you can decorate virtually any 
product with any artwork. The opportunities for 
creativity and profit are virtually unlimited. 



Sawgrass Academy
With entertaining, easy-to-follow video lessons, 
Sawgrass Academy is the key to getting the most 
out of your sublimation system. 100% online and 
on-demand, it lets you work at your own pace, 
earn certifications, and learn how to build your 
business – all from the comfort of your own home. 

Learn and Be Inspired

Ink Differently Podcast
Get real-life information on sublimation success! 
On the Ink Differently podcast, our host Meghan 
interviews business owners who are making 
money and having fun with Sawgrass systems.
Ink Differently is available on all major podcast 
platforms, including Spotify, Apple Podcasts, 
Stitcher, and SoundCloud. 

Project Cards
Not sure what to make? Browse the Project 
Cards on SawgrassInk.com to find step-by-step 
instructions for a wide variety of great gift and 
business product ideas.  New projects are added 
weekly. You can sort the library by difficulty level 
or project type, so you’ll be sure to find something 
that catches your eye.

Sawgrass Social Media 
Join other Sawgrass users online for conversation 
and inspiration. Sawgrass is on Facebook, 
Instagram, Pinterest and LinkedIn. Tune in for 
weekly Facebook Live videos, subscribe to be 
notified about contests and giveaways, and visit 
often to see the latest and greatest from Sawgrass.



2 Year Warranty
• No limit on prints
• Free lifetime tech support

Includes Access to Sawgrass Software
• CreativeStudio design app, with product templates 

and royalty-free images
• Sawgrass Academy online training
• Print Manager color management

Professional Speed & Ultra-High Resolution
• Prints at up to 4800 x 1200 dpi
• Can print full sheet in 29 seconds

Automatic Maintenance Cycle
• Preserves print quality
• Protects print head and lines 

from dry ink damage

Optimized Ink Sets
• SubliJet for general sublimation
• EasySubli for Heat Transfer Vinyl
• Chromablast for cotton transfer

Highest Quality Ink
• Manufactured in the USA
• Two-year shelf-life
• OEKO-TEX-certified safety
• RoHS, ASTM, CPSIA, Prop 65        

and REACH compliant

Intelligent Color Processing
• Works with Sawgrass Print Manager 
• Delivers optimal color accuracy 

for 124 different combinations of 
papers, inks and substrates

• G7-certified color accuracy 
• Optimal ink output enhances clarity 

of fine details and reduces waste

Versatile Media Handling
• Accommodates wide variety of          

sublimation transfer media
• Internal tray holds up to 200 sheets
• Adjustable up to 8.5” x 14” / 216 x 356 mm
• Available bypass tray accommodates 

paper up to 51” long (1295 mm)

Robust Engineering
• All components built to withstand years of heavy use
• Designed specifically to work with Sawgrass inks and software

Sawgrass SG500

Perfect for drinkware, coasters, and small items



Versatile Media Handling
• Accommodates wide variety of          

sublimation transfer media
• Internal tray holds up to 200 sheets
• Adjustable up to 11” x 17” / A3 size
• Available bypass tray holds paper up 

to 13“ x 19” (3300 x 4825 mm)

Sawgrass SG1000

Perfect for apparel, photo panels, and larger items   
2 Year Warranty
• No limit on prints
• Free lifetime tech support

Includes Access to Sawgrass Software
• CreativeStudio design app, with product templates 

and royalty-free images
• Sawgrass Academy online training
• Print Manager color management

Professional Speed & Ultra-High Resolution
• Prints at up to 4800 x 1200 dpi
• Can print full sheet in 29 seconds

Automatic Maintenance Cycle
• Preserves print quality
• Protects print head and lines 

from dry ink damage

Optimized Ink Sets
• SubliJet for general sublimation
• EasySubli for Heat Transfer Vinyl
• Chromablast for cotton transfer

Highest Quality Ink
• Manufactured in the USA
• Two-year shelf-life
• OEKO-TEX-certified safety
• RoHS, ASTM, CPSIA, Prop 65        

and REACH compliant

Intelligent Color Processing
• Works with Sawgrass Print Manager 
• Delivers optimal color accuracy 

for 124 different combinations of 
papers, inks and substrates

• G7-certified color accuracy 
• Optimal ink output enhances clarity 

of fine details and reduces waste

Robust Engineering
• All components built to withstand years of heavy use
• Designed specifically to work with Sawgrass inks and software



Sawgrass Hardware
• The SG500 warranty is a full two years, and does not have a print count restriction.

• Sawgrass ink stays viable for two years from the manufacture date. Using expired ink leads to color shift and 
ruined product, as well as potentially damaging the print heads.

• The SG500 is capable of printing at 4800 x 1200 dpi, allowing for extremely fine detail in photos and text.

• The SG500 print speed is over twice as fast as competitive printers, letting users spend more time making 
products and less time waiting for output.

• The SG500 runs an automatic maintenance cycle as long as it is powered on. This means that users who 
leave it on do not have to worry about dried ink in the lines or print heads. 

Sawgrass Software
• Sawgrass software works with the SG500 for superior ease of use, providing a seamless, integrated system 

suitable for both professionals and hobbyists.

• Sawgrass Print Manager, software for color management, provided at no additional cost, supports hot 
folders, gang printing, output to multiple printers, and processes both CMYK and RGB files.

• SPM calculates optimal output for 13 specific substrate materials, 10 different papers, and three ink sets. 
This provides 124 “color recipes” for combinations of product materials, inks and papers.

• CreativeStudio online design software, which is provided at no additional cost, gives users access to  
thousands of royalty-free images, hundreds of fonts, and over a thousand product templates.

• Sawgrass continually updates CreativeStudio with customizable artwork and product templates, so that 
SG500 owners are able to adapt quickly and easily to changing trends and upcoming events.

Sawgrass SG500 and SG1000
Seamless. Dependable. Rewarding



Sawgrass VJ628

Industrial-quality sublimation printing for the most 
demanding applications  

Large Media Capacity
• Accommodates 24” (63 cm) 
  roll media 

1 Year Warranty
• No limit on prints
• Free lifetime tech 

support

Professional Color and Print Quality
• Eight-color capability allows printing with an 

expanded gamut
• Fluorescent colors, spot colors and museum-quality 

greyscale available
• Patented Intelligent Interweave technology eliminates 

banding and dithering 
• Industrial-quality print head

Automatic Maintenance Cycle
• Preserves print quality
• Protects print head and lines 

from dry ink damage

Highest Quality Ink
• Manufactured in the USA
• Two-year shelf-life
• OEKO-TEX-certified safety
• RoHS, ASTM, CPSIA, Prop 65        

and REACH compliant

Robust Engineering
• All components built to withstand years of heavy use
• Designed specifically to work with Sawgrass inks and software

Intelligent Color Processing
• Works with Sawgrass Print Manager 

or WASATCH RIP 
• Delivers optimal color accuracy 

for 124 different combinations of 
papers, inks and substrates

• G7-certified color accuracy 
• Optimal ink output enhances clarity 

of fine details and reduces waste



Sawgrass Delivers Value

Design Software

Color Management Utility 

Customizable, Royalty-Free Artwork

Training & Certification

Lifetime Tech Support

No hidden costs ... Everything you need for 
sublimation success is included with your printer! 

CreativeStudio Designer
$1,500/year value*

Sawgrass Print Manager
$1,450/year value*

Sawgrass Academy
$300/year value*

Sawgrass Support Desk
$300/year value*

*Costs are approximate, based on industry standard products

1-on-1 Setup & Onboarding New User Engagement
$200 value*



sawgrassink.com


